Back-to-School Kickoff for Teachers
*Thursday Sept. 15, 2022, 5:00–7:00 p.m. (Pacific)*
*Saturday Sept. 17, 2022, 10:00 a.m.–1:30 p.m. (Pacific)*

An online event designed for connecting, creating, and learning about FREE Getty Museum K–12 teacher and student programs in 2022–23.

**September 15, 2022, 5:00–7:00 p.m.**

**Program Lineup:**

5:00 p.m.  **Host Welcome** with Rebecca Edwards & Darcie Beeman-Black, Teacher Programs team, J. Paul Getty Museum Education

5:10 p.m.  **The Drawing Game**  
Presented by Kimberly Clements, aka @artteacherkim

Learn a fun way to infuse drawing into your K–12 classroom (or home) with this short, creative game that celebrates imagination and rewards adaptability.

Check out @artteacherkim on her TikTok channel:  

5:40 p.m.  **All about Online and In-Person Getty Field Trips**  
Presented by Lisa Davis, education specialist, J. Paul Getty Museum

Learn how students explore a selection of artworks from the Getty collection through the Getty field trip options. Whether on site or online, students can engage in deep investigations with art through close looking, drawing exercises, movement activities, and more.

Find more information about signing up for in-person field trips at the Getty Center and Getty Villa, and about virtual field trips through Getty’s Virtual Art Exploration program:  
[https://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/trippack/index.html](https://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/trippack/index.html)

6:15 p.m.  **Drawing to Feel**  
Presented by Anna Sapenuk, gallery educator, J. Paul Getty Museum
Experience what it's like to "feel" artworks through a tactile drawing process known as blind contour drawing. No prior drawing experience is necessary, just a willingness to let go and explore artworks with pencils and paper in our hands!

6:45 p.m. **Host Wrap-up & Giveaways!**
September 17, 2022, 10:00 a.m.–1:30 p.m.

Program Lineup:

10:00 a.m.  **Host Welcome** with Rebecca Edwards & Darcie Beeman-Black, Teacher Programs team, J. Paul Getty Museum Education

10:10 a.m.  **Drawing with Mr. J: You Have Potential!**  
Presented by Jonathan Juravich, aka “Mr. J”  
2018 Ohio Teacher of the Year

Grab something to draw on and something to draw and invite the whole family to join you. Art educator and Emmy-award winner Jonathan Juravich (Mr. J) will spark a meaningful conversation about believing in your own potential, through a goofy drawing prompt. Learn how to use this strategy and accompanying resources at school or at home.

Check out online episodes of “Drawing with Mr. J”:

https://wosu.org/classroom/drawing-with-mr-j/

10:30 a.m.  **All about Online and In-Person Getty Field Trips**  
Presented by Álvaro Marquez, education specialist and Lisa Davis, education specialist, J. Paul Getty Museum

Learn how students explore a selection of artworks from the Getty collection through the Getty field trip options. Whether on site or online, students can engage in deep investigations with art through close looking, drawing exercises, movement activities, and more.

Find more information about signing up for in-person field trips at the Getty Center and Getty Villa, and about virtual field trips through Getty’s Virtual Art Exploration program:

https://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/trippack/index.html
11:05 a.m. **The Drawing Game**  
Presented by Kimberly Clements, aka @artteacherkim

Learn a fun way to infuse drawing into your K–12 classroom (or home) with this short, creative game that celebrates imagination and rewards adaptability.

Check out @artteacherkim on her TikTok channel: https://www.tiktok.com/@artteacherkim?lang=en

11:30 a.m. **Virtual Art Exploration**  
Presented by Gallery Educator William Zaluski and Getty Docent

Get a taste of our free, online, interactive art exploration program for K–12 classes. Connect with works of art through close-looking activities and conversation.

12:15 p.m. **Drawing with Mr. J: I'm Feeling Frustrated!**  
Presented by Jonathan Juravich, aka “Mr. J”  
2018 Ohio Teacher of the Year

He’s back! Grab something to draw on and something to draw and invite the whole family to join you. Art educator and Emmy-award winner Jonathan Juravich (Mr. J) will spark a meaningful conversation about what we should do when we are feeling frustrated, through a goofy drawing prompt. Learn how to use this strategy and accompanying resources at school or at home.

Check out online episodes of “Drawing with Mr. J”: https://wosu.org/classroom/drawing-with-mr-j/

12:30 p.m. **Feeling at Home at School: Texture Collage Workshop**  
Presented by Álvaro Marquez, Education Specialist

Join artist and educator Álvaro Marquez to try your hand at a texture collage activity that requires minimal materials and can be done in any classroom or home. This activity helps students get to know their new classroom and school surroundings, reducing barriers to learning that come from the discomfort of a new environment.

1:15 p.m. **Host Wrap-up & Giveaways!**